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Session Talks
 KEK-B Noise Measurements :

Rogelio Tomas

 SPS Beam Tests with Crab Cavities :

Elias Metral

 Beam Simulations for SPS Tests:

Hyung Jin Kim

 SPS (and LHC) Instrumentation for Crabbed Beams:
Marek Gasior
I will not summarize in detail the four presentations here, but
rather look at the important points that came out of the
session, try to draw some conclusions and raise some
questions.

Crab Cavity Tests in KEKKEK-B
Tests with beam performed to look at the impact of Crab Cavity noise.
CC noise appears as a set of sideband
frequencies and is therefore potentially
dangerous

The good news: It will have little or no impact on
the beam if the sidebands are outside the beam
frequency spectrum
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Transporting this to the LHC
Simplified Simulation
Fnoise = 0.02o Dangerous!
fnoise ~< 0.002o may be OK
For comparison the LHC hump
is approx. 10x smaller!

For me <0.002o looks small!

More work needed here to fully understand what is going on
Tests in the SPS can be used to look at the impact of CC noise on
emittance growth

But the observed Beam-Beam
Beam
driven noise instability cannot!

Installing a KEKKEK-B Cavity in the SPS
Practical details studied
No show-stoppers

The SPS ceiling
is ~ 2.35 m

But …
o It is big (r = 73cm)
o High (beam height
nominally 1.5m)
o And Heavy (~6 Tonnes)
Height (of the beam) has
to be 1.2 m in the SPS

Integration into the SPS is not easy.
• The beam axis must be lowered by 30cm to fit the SPS (1.2m)
• Installing it with a bypass looks very difficult because of the weight
and also the stroke of the bypass
• Not cheap. Including modifications and testing here >2MCHF.
Elias Métral, LHC-CC10 workshop, CERN, 15-17/12/2010
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Integration in the SPS – LSS4

For high intensity
SPS operation
(and LHC extraction to LHC)
COLDEX
bypass
need
it out of the way
Elias Métral, LHC-CC10 workshop, CERN, 15-17/12/2010
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Doing this with Coldex is ok … but with a 1.5m diameter cryostat
looks tough for the vacuum bellows!

Studies in the SPS – 2010 (no Crab!)
In coast significant emittance growth observed: Worse in the H plane
This would swamp any
measurements made to determine
the noise impact of a crab cavity on
the beam.
Mechanism for emittance growth
still not clear – was not there in the
past (p-pbar)
o Simulations don’t agree well
o Could be magnet ripple?
o The LHC working point might
amplify any effect
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Evolution of the Verti. emittance
[rms. norm. in microm]
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Elias Métral, LHC-CC10 workshop, CERN, 15-17/12/2010

Needs More Study to understand and propose mitigation measures.
lt might also require a Vertical Crab instead - in order to reduce the
effect

Other Issues
o

Tests of the KEK-B cavity in SM18 will have to be done after
modification and the long transport

o

Synchronization of the KEK-B cavity with the main SPS RF
might introduce significant noise (200MHz vs. 511MHz)

o

Interaction with the SPS Damper must be understood
• SPS damper ‘not as good’ as the LHC one and might need
work as well

o

Transporting the findings to a completely different type of
cavity for the LHC …

Installing a KEK-B Cavity in the SPS will be expensive and difficult
The SPS is not presently in a state where it would be much use to
study noise since the effects would be swamped by other effects.

Instrumentation
In The SPS:
A direct instrument exists (Head Tail monitor) but has poor resolution for short
bunches.
o Bandwidth of 2.5 GHz due to cables etc.
o Some improvements can be foreseen – 2 monitor system
Indirect measurements with the Orbit system and wire-scanners can be used
o Disentangling the crab angle from other effects might be tough.
o Interplay between instrumentation and damper not studied in detail.
In The LHC:
Similar instruments – but better bandwidth (eg. HT monitor 4GHz)
Clearly collision based measurements give much better diagnostics:
• The measurement of the luminous region with VdM scans
• Direct beam-beam tune shift measurement with the BBQ.

Measuring everything we want to will be a challenge in both
machines and need the full range of instrumentation and careful
analysis

SPS Crab Cavity Tests
Do we want to test Crab Cavities in the SPS?
We said YES last year this remains valid. It is mandatory to test the crab
cavities with protons in the SPS before installation in the LHC
Ideally we want to test Crab cavities as close as possible to the final design
What do we want to do?
Look at the interplay between the cavities and the beam, crab effect, noise,
interplay with machine parameters, damper, Crab Cavity reliability with
beam, machine protection issues etc.
When do we want to do it?
In time to be able to decide if the Crab crossing concept can be used for HLLHC – By 2015?
What Can’t we do?
Any tests needing both beams: Impact on Luminosity, beam-beam etc.
These look important from the KEK-B results!!
A test in the LHC will almost certainly be needed for this

Suggestion
Forget about Installing a KEK Crab Cavity in the SPS
• It is quite expensive and the equipment cannot be re-used for LHC
• There is serious doubt that the tests would yield any useful information at
the moment
Go full speed in preparing a ‘Real’ LHC Cavity for installation
• Aim at installation in the 2013/2014 stop – fits well with the latest ideas on
the long stop of the SPS
• Beam tests therefore not before 2014 – is this early enough?
• More expensive – but better chance of getting ‘good’ information and some
equipment can be re-used in the LHC.
Should we go for an elliptical cavity design or a compact cavity?
• Elliptical will probably have a shorter lead time (possible by 2013?)
• Testing a compact cavity would probably give us the most information.
• Is it possible to accelerate the final design to fit (new BNL design?)
In the meantime we need to spend time understanding the SPS without Crab
Cavities installed
• Some hardware improvements might be needed in order to get the most out
of the tests.

